NEW

Booth
B2619
Robotics Pod |

DWG53597

Large upper
bay for bulk
items.

Nine, 15” x 19”
bins.

Two, 45” x 19”
solid shelves
with sides.

Goods-to-Person Picking Module
Custom designed to hold the product
you need to move. This cart gives you
an idea of what New Age can do for
your fulfillment center.
Dimensions = 48”W x 913/8”H x 40”D
Your Imagination Is The Limit!

Robot
Module

NewAgeIndustrial.com
Made in the USA.

Channel Pallets |
FIREPROOF
RECYCLABLE
UV RESISTANT
METAL DETECTABLE

See This Product In Action!
http://www.youtube.com/user/NewAgeInd

99557
Designed specifically for easy
cleaning and sanitation, aluminum
pallets have smooth surfaces and are
non-absorbent. Constructed using
channel with all seams fully welded
and sealed, there are no enclosures
that trap dirt and bacteria. These
primary grade aluminum pallets will
outlast plastic 10 to 1!
• Lightweight - 50 lbs.
• Stackable and Nestable
• Lifetime Guarantee against rust
and corrosion.
Dimensions = 40”W x 5”H x 48”D

New Age can customize pallets to fit your exact size requirements.

Tube-Frame Pallets |
FIREPROOF
RECYCLABLE
UV RESISTANT
METAL DETECTABLE

LOAD WEIGHTS:
30,000 LBS.
STATIC
DYNAMIC 		
5,000 LBS
RACKABLE 		
5,000 LBS
TRUCKLOAD
510 T.L.
ALUMINUM WEIGHT
49 LBS.

99613

Our aluminum pallets outlast plastic
pallets 10 to 1!
• Constructed of primary grade aluminum,
all seams fully welded and sealed.
• Framework is completely enclosed, no
open tubing that damages easily or
collects dirt and debris
• Lifetime Guarantee against rust and
corrosion, perfect for wet or damp
environments.
• Easy to clean by hand, with a power
washer, or steamer.
• 100% Aluminum. Fully recyclable!
• Stackable and Nestable
Dimensions = 40”W x 51/4”H x 48”D

Wooden pallets of the same size weigh approximately 42 pounds, typically hold
HALF the weight of our aluminum pallets, cannot be recycled, and are NOT fireproof.

DWG52136

| Rivet Pallet

Designed to secure machinery that
requires frequent moving, includes
threaded rivets to bolt equipment
to the pallet.
• Customized version of our
Tube-Frame Pallet.
• Includes all of the same
advantages AND your specific
requirements!
Dimensions = 24”D x 51/4”H x 48”L
Rivet Nuts Location Tolerance = +/- .0625”
New Age can customize pallets to fit your exact size requirements.

Built-To-Order

| Aluminum Pallets

Don’t Compromise...Customize!
Design a custom pallet to meet YOUR
specific needs and size requirements!
DWG53095 - 18” x 18” strap base pallet.
• Top frame = 1” x 3” tube
Uprights = 2” x 2” tube
Base = 3/8” x 2 ¾” strap

DWG53095

DWG53096 - 18” x 18” pallet with perforated cover.
• Four-way pallet with perimeter base support.
• Removable, perforated cover is 1/8” thick.

DWG53096

NewAgeIndustrial.com
Made in the USA.

Slanted Picking Cart |

DWG51501

Customizable to fit your specific tote sizes
and requirements!
Top shelves slant forward for product visibility
and easy, gravity-assisted picking. Solid
shelves are easy to clean and allow totes
to slide easily from side to side, the lip up
prevents totes from sliding off the cart.
Includes a flat bottom shelf for additional
storage and an ergonomic handle.
• Lifetime Guarantee against rust and
			corrosion.
Dimensions = 193/4”D x 493/8”H x 563/4”L

Transport Cart |

DWG52747

Customer-designed, custom-made transport
cart with fold-up divider arms and a rubber mat
to reduce parts from slipping. Equipped with 5”
casters and a 12” fork pocket for efficient transporting of parts.
• Weight capacity = 1,200 lbs
Dimensions = 18” W x 60” H x 49” D

NewAgeIndustrial.com
Made in the USA.

DWG50548

| Slanted Picking Cart
Designed for easy maneuvering through
tight spaces and aisles, this narrow cart is
equipped with a fifth caster, centered for
zero-radius turns.

T-Bar shelves are sturdy and provide a
smooth surface for totes to slide easily.
Top shelves are slanted for visibility and
easy product selection, level bottom shelf
provides additional storage space. Includes
stop bars to prevent totes from sliding off
the cart during transport.
Equipped with a writing ledge, clipboard,
ergonomic handles, and a bin for
documents or tools
Dimensions = 18”D x 60”H x 49”L
NEW Design! Five-wheel configuration with spring-loaded, stabilizing, shock-absorbing
caster (C699); Reduces vibrations over rough surfaces.

DWG52092

| Pick-to-Light Cart

The ultimate cart for pick to light
operations! Equipped with integrated
mounts for pick to light bars, batteries, and
signal box; framework includes pre-drilled
holes for feeding the electronics’ wires
through - for protection.
Base includes a fork pocket with a
replaceable wooden block for order picker
operations and heavy-duty casters for
manual maneuvering.
Dimensions = 355/8” D x 761/8” H x 40” L

Picking Platform |

Dimensions = 40”W x 88”H x 48”D

DWG51474R

Adaptable for maximum picking
capabilities! This picking platform
features three adjustable shelves
constructed of solid sheet aluminum.
The smooth surface is easy to clean and
allows packages to slide for effortless
loading and unloading. Designed
to slope 4° towards the backside to
prevent packages from sliding off the
shelves during transport.
• Equipped with a handle and heavy-		
duty casters for manual maneuvering.
• Fork pocket includes a replaceable
wooden block for order picker
operations.

Picking Platform |

DWG53526R

Three ways to move! This model includes
our optional tow package with tow hitch
and a tow pin that allows multiple units to
be linked together, like a train.
Outfitted with heavy-duty casters; two
rigid-style for maintaining a straight
line and two swivel for turning or
maneuvering.
Includes a handle for manual positioning
and a fork pocket with a replaceable
wooden block for order picker operations.

Dimensions = 40”W x 76”H x 52”D
Tow Hitch

Tow Pin

DWG53570

| Picking Platform

Designed to organize and store
packages before loading the entire
unit onto a truck. Once the truck
arrives, the entire platform or part
of the shipment can be unloaded
at the destination for easier freight
management.
• Four-way pallet can be accessed 		
		 from any side.
• Solid sheet shelves include a raised
		 lip to contain drips or spills –
		 Keeps boxes from sliding off the
		 platform for automatic loading.

DWG51901

Dimensions = 48” W x 731/84” H x 40” D

| Inventory Platform

Designed for easier inventory management
in material handling warehouses.
• Fork pocket includes a replaceable wooden
		 block for order picker locking mechanism.
• Desktop set at a comfortable working
		height

Dimensions = 431/2” D x 533/4” H x 45” L

NewAgeIndustrial.com
Made in the USA.

Towable Parts Cart |

DWG52449

Designed to a customer’s specifications, this
towable parts cart features shelves that are
easily added, removed, and repositioned for
maximum versatility. Equipped with rubber
mats to secure parts during transit, reduces
noise and unwanted shifting.
Outfitted with a tow arm and hitch that
allows multiple units to be joined together,
the raised signpost makes identifying each
cart quick and easy.
Dimensions = 29” W x 55” H (top shelf) x 40 1/2” L

Parts Cart |

DWG53293
Dual-Sided Parts Cart with large
shelves on one side and small bins
on the other; keeps service parts
easy to organize, find, and access.
Equipped with a writing ledge, cord
holder, mounted clipboard, and
dual-grip handles – creating the
optimum workspace.

4 Large Shelves

Designed to maneuver easily
through narrow spaces, the fifthwheel provides a zero-turn radius
that is perfect for moving parts
around a service bay – eliminating
multiple trips.
Dimensions = 44”W x 63”H x 18”D

55 small bins
2 large shelves
Zero-Turn Center Wheel

DWG53266

| Ladder Cart

Designed specifically for a high volume
retail warehouse. This two-tier, two-step
ladder cart features an ergonomic handle
for easy ascending and descending and a
unique, “shin-saver” design that allows the
cart to be maneuvered without kicking a
step.
Safety is a priority; carts are equipped
with reach bars and spring-loaded stops
that keep the cart in place when the
ladder is in use. The reinforced feet are
designed to make full contact with the
floor and come equipped with rubber
shoes.
Six-Wheel design provides a zero-turn
radius that allows the cart to be
maneuvered easily through tight
spaces and narrow aisles.

Dimensions = 243/8” W x 461/2” H x 5013/16” L
Shelf Spacing = 123/4”

99640

| Ladder Cart

Built with user safety as a top priority, this
three-step ladder cart features a continuous-grip
extended handle and spring-loaded, full contact
ladder stops. Extra wide steps are welded and
bolted into place to provide sure footing while
ascending and descending.
Heavy duty caster mounts are welded to
the all-welded tubular base frame for
durability.
Dimensions = 22”W x 691/2”H x 511/2”L
Shelf Spacing = 213/4”
Weight Capacity = 800 lbs.

NewAgeIndustrial.com
Made in the USA.

Picking Poles |
Dimensions = 7” W x 3” H x 30”D
51797
Designed to easily hook and pull boxes within reach.
• 30” Long with double handles for precise control.

Dimensions = 60” L x 61/4” H
50917
Designed for moving jammed boxes on a conveyor belt.
• 60” Long with rubber handle grip.

Narrow Stock Truck |

53313A

The only zero turn delivery truck that
folds for space-saving storage when
empty. One load is equivalent to FIVE
hand truck loads!
• Solid, integrated, tongue-and-groove
		deck.
• Designed to maneuver easily through
		narrow spaces.
• Stores on end, requiring minimal
		storage space.
Optional drop on shelf:
53313RS - Removable Solid Shelf
53313A
Shown with two optional #53313RS Removable Shelves
53313RS
18 3/8”D x 623/8”L

Dimensions = 183/8”D x 549/16”H x 663/4”L

Open deck area of 63” accommodates four 15” x 20” stack and nest totes across the base.

NewAgeIndustrial.com
Made in the USA.

DWG99171

| 3-Tier Picking Cart

This Picking Cart features slanted shelves
that provide an unobstructed view of
items in both the front and the back,
compared to level shelves. Gravity pulls
items from back to front for efficient
unloading and the integrated lip keeps
items on the cart.
• T-shaped slats are secured to the
		 framework at three points for
		 maximum strength and stability
		 without additional bulk. Carts are
		 lightweight and easy to maneuver!
• Shelf surfaces are smooth, allowing
		 boxes to slide freely for easy loading
		and unloading
• Ideal for damp or wet environments,
		 aluminum resists rust and corrosion
		 when exposed to washdowns and 		
		 certain chemicals.
• Six-Wheel design provides a zero-turn
		 radius, perfect for tight spaces.

Dimensions = 20”D x 66”H x 51”L

1263

| 6-Lug Cart

Maximize your storage capabilities with our 6-Lug Cart!
Uprights are constructed of heavy-duty, ergonomic
“D” tube that provides strength and durability but is
easy on operators’ hands. Base framework is reinforced
with threaded caster mounts, this cart was made to be
pushed around!
• Designed to easily organize and store product,
		 utilizing vertical space.
• Swivel casters include polyurethane tread that is
		 quiet and easy to maneuver
• NSF Certified.
Dimensions = 183/4”W x 72”H x 261/2”L
RGY16825 - Lug Tubs O.D. = 15½ ”W x 25”L x 8¾ ”H
0361 - Lid

“Build Your Own” |

50311X5
5-Wheel Base

Custom Picking Cart

Custom Picking Carts designed by
YOU, built by YOU!
Comprised of adjustable shelving, these
carts can be modified at any time.
1. Choose your shelf size:
		 24” x 36”, 24” x 48” or 24” x 60”
2. Pick your shelf style:
		 Solid, T-Bar, H.D. or a combination
3. Select your base design:
		 4-, 5- or 6-wheel
4. Add optional accessories:
		 tube handle, desk with handle,
		 trash can, document bin

		

50311
4-Wheel Base

50311X6
6-Wheel Base

Document Bin
4”D x 4”H x 16½”L
(fits 24”D shelf only)
50316

Trash Can w/ Hanger
(fits 24”D shelf only)
50315

Desk with Handle
(fits 24”D shelf only)
50313

1½” Tube Handle
(fits 24”D shelf only)
50314

Contact Us Today To Schedule A

FREE CONSULTATION
NewAgeIndustrial.com | 800-255-0104

